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Summary
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Meta에서공개한 LLaMA와 Self-Instruct 조합으로꽤괜찮은 instruction tuning model Alpaca 개발

예산 600$ 이하로만듬

52K Instruction -> $500 

3 hours 8 80GB A100s -> $100

HF로 FSDP 사용 7B 모델학습

Davinci-003이랑성능비슷

safety나 기타이슈는존재하지만공개

데이터모델링측면에서참고용으로활용도있어보임

https://crfm.stanford.edu/2023/03/13/alpaca.html

https://crfm.stanford.edu/2023/03/13/alpaca.html


Introduction

GPT-3.5, ChatGPT, Claude, Bing Chat등 다양한 Instruction-following 모델들이나옴

해결해야될문제들많지만 academia는 연구가쉽지않다! 
ex) closed-source models such as OpenAI’s text-davinci-003.

LLaMA 7B짜리로잘튜닝해서 Alpaca라는거만들었음

52K instruction-following demonstrations generated in the style of self-instruct using text-davinci-003. 

text-davinci-003이랑성능비슷

Interaction demo도공개
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self-instruct에서는그냥 davinci (GPT3) 사용

https://alpaca-ai-custom6.ngrok.io/


Introduction

Alpaca는 academic research에 한정해서사용가능, commercial use는 금지됨

First, Alpaca is based on LLaMA, which has a non-commercial license 

Second, the instruction data is based on OpenAI’s text-davinci-003, whose terms of use prohibit 
developing models that compete with OpenAI.
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Training recipe

Automatic Instruction Data Generation
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Training recipe

Data Generation Process
(self-Instruct를 단순화해서사용)

We used text-davinci-003 to generate the instruction data instead of davinci. 

We wrote a new prompt (prompt.txt) that explicitly gave the requirement of instruction generation to 
text-davinci-003. (프롬프트를생성할때 requirements를 줌)

We adopted much more aggressive batch decoding, i.e., generating 20 instructions at once, which 
significantly reduced the cost of data generation. 

We simplified the data generation pipeline by discarding the difference between classification and 
non-classification instructions. (분류냐아니냐구분하는거삭제함)

We only generated a single instance for each instruction, instead of 2 to 3 instances as in LLaMA.
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https://github.com/tatsu-lab/stanford_alpaca/blob/main/prompt.txt


Training recipe
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Training recipe
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Training recipe

52K unique instruction -> $500

fine-tuned the LLaMA models using Hugging Face’s training framework, taking advantage of techniques 
like Fully Sharded Data Parallel(FSDP) and mixed precision training. 

For our initial run, fine-tuning a 7B LLaMA model took 3 hours on 8 80GB A100s, which costs less than 
$100 on most cloud compute providers

아래는 Python 3.10 사용,
4개 GPUs + FSDP full_shard mode 사용예시

3 epoch, 2e-5 lr

FYI) InstructGPT는 16 epoch임
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Preliminary evaluation

conduct human evaluation (by the 5 student authors) on the inputs from the self-
instruct evaluation set. 

self-instruct에서 human 평가를위한 251개의데이터셋이있었음 (diverse list of user-oriented instructions 
including email writing, social media, and productivity tools.)

블라인드테스트로평가함, 결과는비슷함 (90:89 = alpaca:davinci-003) 

blind pairwise comparison between text-davinci-003 and Alpaca 7B 

Alpaca wins 90 versus 89 comparisons against text-davinci-003.

생성된길이가 ChatGPT보다짧은건, text-davinci-003이 짧게생성해주기때문이다로주장
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Preliminary 
evaluation
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Assets released

Demo: An interactive demo for 
everyone to try out Alpaca. 

Data: 52K demonstrations used to 

fine-tune Alpaca. ✨

Data generation process: the code for 
generating the data. 

Hyperparameters: for fine-tuning the 
model using the Hugging Face API.
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Assets released

Model weights: We have reached out 
to Meta to obtain guidance on 
releasing the Alpaca model weights, 
both for the 7B Alpaca and for fine-
tuned versions of the larger LLaMA
models. 

Training code: our code uses the 
Hugging Face interface to LLaMA. As 
of now, the effort to support LLaMA is 
still ongoing and not stable. We will 
give the exact training commands 
once Hugging Face supports LLaMA
officially.
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Future directions

Evaluation: We need to evaluate Alpaca more rigorously. We will start with HELM 
(Holistic Evaluation of Language Models) 

Safety: We would like to further study the risks of Alpaca and improve its safety 
using methods such as automatic red teaming, auditing, and adaptive testing. 

Understanding: We hope to better understand how capabilities arise from the 
training recipe. What properties of a base model do you need? What happens 
when you scale up? What properties of instruction data is needed? What are 
alternatives to using self-instruct on text-davinci-003?
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Appendix

Data generation snippets
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Thank You!
Do you have any questions?

J O O S U N G Y O O N

P R E S E N T A T I O N  E X P E R T


